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 Abstract
                Now-a-days education has becomes a basic need of human being. It increases literacy rate 
of the society. The literacy rate high in developed areas as compares to undeveloped areas. Education 
changes the awareness of the society, where the varieties of educational facilities are available there 
literacy rate is high, so education or literacy responsible is for the changing pattern of sex composition 
of any region.

 Bhudargad is one of the tehsil of Kolhapur district which is situated in rural and hilly region. 
The total population of Bhudargad tehsil is 150368 as per the 2011 Census. Unevenly relation of 
Literacy and Human sex-Ratio is found in Bhudargad tahsil. 
        The present study analyzes the Circle wise correlation between Literacy and sex-ratio in 
Bhudargad tehsil, for present study the analysis is done from secondary data sources. In 1991 the sex 
ratio for tehsil was 1024 females per 1000 males. And in 2011 it is 983 and in 1991 and 2011 literacy 
rate was 63.13 and 77.71 respectively. The study prevails that Literacy affects on sex ratio. 
Key Words:  Sex-ratio, Sex composition, Literacy, Correlation, Circle. 
Introduction
               Today education has become a basic need of human being. It increases literacy rate of the 
society. The literacy rate observes high in developed areas as compared to undeveloped areas. 
Education changes the awareness of the society, where the varieties of educational facilities are 
available there literacy rate is high, so education or literacy responsible for the changing pattern of sex 
composition of any region.

Literacy means ability to read for knowledge, write coherently and think critically about the 
written word. Literacy is one of the most important indicators of social development. Literacy is the 
heart of basic education for all. It is needs for reduction of poverty, mortality, curbing population 
growth, achieving gender equality and ensuring sustainable development, peace and democracy. 
'Literacy has been defined as the ability both to read and write with understanding in any language of 
children who are above six years of age'.

India is one of the least literate societies in the world. According to the census of 2011, in 
India, the literacy rate was 74.04 percent. This however, does not include the children who are below 
six years of age. In 2011, the highest literacy rate was found in Kerala i.e. 93.91 percent and lowest 
literacy rate was found in Bihar; it was 63.82 percent.

Gargoti is recently developed town in Bhudargad tehsil; it is main administrative place as well 
as oldest education center for surrounding rural areas. The Mouni Vidhyapith is one of the institute 
which runs many education programmes like diplomas in Engineering, Science, Commerce, Arts, 
graduate-level programmes, D.Ed. and B. Ed. courses. Similarly in other villages establish 
educational centers   i.e. Mudal, Pal and Kadgaon.

In the study area number of higher secondary schools, senior collages, Technical & 
vocational schools and polytechnic colleges are very limited, and available facilities are concentrated 
in Gargoti and nearby big villages. So the students from migrates for seeking education from Kadgaon. 
Pimpalgaon and Karadwadi circles to Gargoti or places out of Bhudargad tehsil. Majority of the 
students are getting admission in Gargoti.

In Bhudargad tehsil, the overall literacy was recorded as 77.71 percent in 2011. There are 
wide disparities from circle to circle in literacy rate. The highest literacy was found in Gargoti circle 
lowest in Pimpalgaon circle i.e. 83.65 percent and 72.44 percent respectively.
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The sex-ratio is also major demographic component for the human development. The sex-
composition of a population is usually expressed in terms of sex-ratio i.e. number of females per 
thousand of males.

According to 2011 census, the sex-ratio of India is 940. Among the states, Kerala records the 
highest sex-ratio 1084 and Haryana has the lowest sex ratio 877. As per the 2011 Census, sex-ratio of 
Bhudargad tehsil is higher than the national average; it was 983. Among the circles, the highest sex-
ratio found in Pimpalgaon circle and lowest in Koor circle i.e. 1048 and 942 respectively.
The Study Area

Bhudargad is one of the Tehsil of Kolhapur District in the Indian State of Maharashtra. The 
total numbers of villages in Bhudargad Tehsil are 117. The Tehsil Bhudargad lies between 16º 
4'to16º26' North Latitude & 73º 50' to74º 16' East Longitude.  It has an area of 644.40 sq.kms and the 
total populations of Bhudargad tehsil as per the 2011 Census are 150368 of this, 293 are scheduled 
Tribes (S.T.s) and 14677 are scheduled castes (S.C.s). And the Sex-ratio of Bhudargad is 983 female 
per 1000 males. The literacy rate is 77.71 percent, 87.84% for males and 67.57 % for females in 2011. 
Bhudargad tehsil is surrounded by the boundaries on the north Radhanagari Tehsil, on the South Ajara 
Tehsil, on the East Kagal Tehsil and on the West Sindhudurg District. 

Objectives
                         The present study is based on the following objectives.
1) To study the spatial pattern of literacy rate in the study region.
2) To examine the spatial pattern of sex ratio in the study region.
3) To analyze the correlation between spatial pattern of literacy and sex ratio in the study region                   
Database And Methodology
            The present study is based on secondary data. The data have been collected from the published 
census reports of Maharashtra government, district Census  Handbook of Kolhapur district, Census 
Abstracts of Maharashtra for the understanding of regional variation in sex ratio revenue Circle is 
selected as a basic unit of study. 
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The collected data are processed to analyze the pattern of literacy rate and sex ratio in 
Bhudargad Tehsil. The circles of Bhudargad Tehsil are grouped into three categories i.e. high, medium 
and low literacy on the basis of simple statistical method. To analyze spatial pattern of sex ratio, the 
same technique is applied for calculation. The Spearman's Rank Difference method is used for 
analyzes the correlation between literacy and sex ratio.
Spatial Pattern Of Literacy Rate

Bhudargad tehsil as a whole has 77.71 % literacy in 2011. But the circle level literacy differs 
from circle to circle ranges from 72.44 % to 83.65% . All 5 circles of Bhudargad tehsil are divided into 
three categories as following:

High Literacy Rate
The circle having  literacy rate above 80.00 % are included in high category. High literacy rate 

was recorded in the circle of Gargoti (83.65%) due to high number of educational institutions, 
availability of educational facilities, urbanization, development of transport and communication and 
so on.
Moderate Literacy Rate

The cirdes which have literacy rate ranges from 75.00 % to  80.00 % are included in this 
category. Moderate literacy was recorded in the circles of Koor (79.06%) and Karadwadi (75.55%)  In 
these circles moderate literacy was found due to lack of educational infrastructure.
Low Literacy Rate

The circles which have literacy rate below 75.00 % are included in low category. Low literacy 
rate was found in the circles of Kadgaon (74.26%) and Pimpalgaon (72.44%). In these circles low 
literacy was recorded due to lack of educational institution, poverty and low student teacher ratio, lack 
of development of transport and communication and so on.
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Table. - 1
Literacy Rate and Sex Ratio in Bhudargad Tehsil, 2011

Source: District census handbook Kolhapur District 2011
Spatial Pattern Of Sex Ratio

Bhudargad tehsil as a whole has 983 number of females per thousand of males population in 
2011. But the circle level sex-ratio is varies from circles to circles ranges from 942 to 1048. All 5 
circles are categorized into three groups as follows: 

Sr. No.  Circle Literacy (%)  Sex - ratio  

1  Koor 79.06  942  

2 Gargoti 83.65  952  

3 Karadwadi 75.55  992  

4 Kadgaon 74.26  1016  

5 Pimpalgaon 72.44  1048  

Total 77.71  983  
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High Sex-Ratio
The circles which have the sex-ratio above 1000 are included into high category. High sex-ratio was 
recorded in the circles of Pimpalgaon (1048) Kadgaon (1016).

Moderate Sex-Ratio
The circles which have sex-ratio ranges from 950 to 1000 are included in the moderate 

category. Moderate sex-ratio was recorded in the circles of Karadwadi (992) and Gargoti (952).
Low Sex-Ratio

The circles which have the sex-ratio below 950 are included in this group. Only Koor circle 
(942) has the lowest sex-ratio in Bhudargad tehsil. The following are the some reasons for low sex-
ratio in Bhudargad tehsil:

1. Neglects the girl child 2. High maternal mortality 
3. Sex selective abortion 4. Female infanticide  
5. Literacy

Correlation Between Literacy and Sex-Ratio
The Spearman's Rank Difference method is used for the calculation of the correlation of 

literacy and sex ratio in Bhudargad tehsil. It is observed that there is rather low and negative correlation 
i.e. rs = -0.9 between the literacy and sex ratio in Bhudargad tehsil.
Conclusion

There are wide disparities in the literacy and sex-ratio of Bhudargad tehsil in 2011. The 
highest literacy was observed in Gargoti Circle and lowest in Pimpalgaon Circle. The highest sex-ratio 
was observed in Pimpalgaon Circle whereas lowest in Koor Circle of Bhudargad tehsil. But the 
correlation between literacy and sex-ratio observed in low degree and negative angle i.e. rs= -0.9. It 
means high literacy rate, low sex-ratio. It was observed higher the literacy rate lower the sex-ratio i.e. 
Kolkata district and lower the literacy higher the sex-ratio i.e. Pimpalgaon Circle of Bhudargad tehsil.
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